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MUMBAI COURT
GRANTS BAIL TO
RAJ KUNDRA

A metropolitan magistrate’s court on Monday granted bail to businessman Raj
Kundra, who was arrested in July in the case pertaining to the alleged creation
and publishing of pornographic films on mobile applications. He was granted
bail on a surety of Rs50,000 with certain conditions.

SENSEX 525 PTS
LOWER, NIFTY
AT 17,397

OUR EDITIONS: JAIPUR, AHMEDABAD, LUCKNOW & NEW DELHI

The BSE Sensex shed 525 points to end at 58,491 while the NSE Nifty closed the
day at 17,397, down 188 points. Only six of 30 Sensex stocks ended in the green,
mainly from the FMCG and financial space. The fall in broader markets was more
pronounced as the BSE Midcap index plunged 1.84% and BSE Smallcap 1.8%.
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WITHDRAW FARM LAWS:
SIDHU PRODIGY CHANNI AFTER TAKING OVER!
1

CONGRESS LEADER
RAHUL GANDHI
ATTENDS SWEARINGIN CEREMONY

Chandigarh: Congress
leader Charanjit Singh
Channi was on Monday
sworn in as chief minister of Punjab, making
him the first Dalit to hold
the top post in the state.
Sukhjinder
Singh
Randhawa and O P Soni,
both outgoing ministers
in the previous Amarinder Singh cabinet,
were also administered
oath of office and secrecy
by the Punjab Governor.
They will be designated
as deputy chief ministers.
In his first remarks after being sworn in, the
58-year-old Channi asked
the Centre to withdraw
the three contentious
farm laws.
Channi said his party
stands firmly behind
farmers agitating against
the “black” farm laws
Channi was administered oath by Governor
Banwarilal Purohit at a
ceremony held at the Raj
Bhawan here.
He took the oath in
Punjabi. Sources said
that Soni’s name as Deputy CM was cleared by
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NEW PUNJAB CM
CARRIES ON MAJOR
ADMINISTRATIVE
RESHUFFLE

AFTER SETTLING
POWER TUSSLE IN
PUNJAB, SONIA
HEADS TO SHIMLA

hours after
Jliticalustsettling
the potussle in Cong

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi greets new Punjab Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi after the latter takes oath of office during a
ceremony at Raj Bhawan in Chandigarh on Monday. Also seen are Punjab Governor Banwarilal Purohit and and Deputy CM OP Soni.

the party shortly before
the ceremony.
While Randhawa is a
Jat Sikh, Soni is a Hindu
face as the Congress
sought to balance caste
equations with less than
six month left for the

Punjab Assembly polls.
Channi’s appointment
will allow the party to
play the Dalit card in the
elections. Nearly 32 per
cent of the state’s population, counting both Sikhs
and Hindus, is from the

India to resume export & donation
of surplus covid vaccines next month
New Delhi: India will
resume the export and
donations of excess vaccines next month, Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya
announced on Monday,
a day before Prime Minister Narendra Modi
visits the US where the
issue was likely to be
raised by President Joe
Biden.
India, the world’s biggest maker of vaccines
overall, stopped vaccine
exports in April to focus
on inoculating its own
population as infections
exploded.
The
government
wants to vaccinate all of
its 94.4 crore adults by

INT’L CRICKET
MATCHES
ALLOTTED TO
RAJ AFTER 8 YRS
Naresh Sharma
Jaipur: Sawai Man
Singh Stadium in
Jaipur will be hosting
two international
cricket matches for
which BCCI made
announcement on
Monday. The first
T-20 will be held on
November 17 at the
Sawai Man Singh
Stadium in Jaipur,
said the BCCI. P8
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CONGRESS IN DAMAGE CONTROL
MODE AFTER HARISH RAWAT
SAYS SIDHU WILL LEAD PARTY’S
FIGHT IN ASSEMBLY POLLS

CORONA CATASTROPHE
INDIA

30,256
new cases

295

new fatalities

RAJASTHAN

09

new cases

00

new fatalities

December and has so
far given at least one
dose to 61 per cent of
them.
The resumption of
exports deliberations
come ahead of PM
Modi’s visit to Washington starting Tuesday
where vaccines are likely to be discussed at a
summit of the leaders
of the Quad countries the United States, India,
Japan and Australia.
The renewed export
drive, known as ‘Vaccine Maitri’ will prioritise the global vaccinesharing platform COVAX and neighbouring
countries first, Mr Mandaviya said.

scheduled caste community. Its biggest concentration is in the Doaba
region.
Besides Rahul Gandhi,
prominent among those
who were present at the
event included AICC gen-

eral secretary Harish
Rawat, party leader
Ajay Maken, former
chief minister Rajinder
Kaur Bhattal, Punjab
Congress chief Navjot
Singh Sidhu and Manpreet Singh Badal.

New Delhi: Former
student leader Kanhaiya Kumar and independent Gujarat MLA
Jignesh Mevani will
join the Congress - likely during an event on
October 2 - party sources said on Monday. They
were scheduled to join
on September 28 - on the
birth anniversary of
Bhagat Singh.
Mevani - a Dalit leader who represents Gujarat’s Vadgam constituency - could be made a
Working President of
the party’s state unit,
sources added.
Congress
sources
have said that Kumar

has already met Rahul
Gandhi - twice in two
weeks - and Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra - to discuss his future role in
the party.
Kumar contested the
2019 Lok Sabha election
from his hometown of
Begusarai in Bihar but
lost to the BJP’s Giriraj
Singh.

l Nearly 80-85% legislators are

CABINET EXPANSION AFTER OCTOBER 6?

l The real issue is to ensure proper

What was the content of the long discussion between Rahul
Gandhi and Sachin Pilot on September 17? Party sources
reveal that their discussion revolved mainly around Cabinet
expansion and political appointments. But now since the
Shradh Paksh is here, therefore the Cabinet expansion or
political appointment will happen once the 16 day time
period has ended i.e. after October 6. But this time around
the decisions will be formalised by high command, which
appears to be in a commanding fervour at the moment, with
adequate inputs by CM Ashok Gehlot in this regard.

representation of Pilot camp MLAs in
cabinet and political appointments

Aditi Nagar
New Delhi: Three states
ruled by Congress party
have seen internal turmoil in the recent past.
The ‘dissent’ within the
party, leading to formation of two camps, start-

ed first in Rajasthan and
soon spread to Punjab
and Chattisgarh. Such
had been the situation
that while the Congress
high command had to
rush back to its drawing
board and remove Captain Amarinder Singh

Chhattisgarh ‘CM
aspirant’ TS Singh
Deo rushes to Delhi
New Delhi: After a dramatic change of chief
minister in Punjab following a persistent tussle in the Congress’
state unit, the party now
may be hard-pressed to
handle alleged infighting in Chhattisgarh too.
Chhattisgarh Health
Minister TS Singh Deo,
believed to be vying for
the chief minister’s
chair, rushed to Delhi
Monday, weeks after he
and
CM
Bhupesh
Baghel met former Congress president Rahul
Gandhi to discuss a potential change of guard
in the state.
At the heart of the perceived tussle in Chhattisgarh is speculation
that, after the Congress’
win in the state in 2018,
the party promised the
CM’s chair to Singh Deo
in the second half of the
party’s tenure. Baghel
was to serve as CM in the
first half, leaders in the
Singh Deo camp had told
ThePrint earlier. This
tenure ended in June.
Singh Deo told the
media at the airport
that he is in the national capital for a “personal visit”, and that “all
the issues have been
resolved”.
However, there is still

no final word from the
high command about a
possible change of
guard in Chhattisgarh
despite a series of meetings held in the last few
months.
In August, after Singh
Deo and Baghel held a
3-hour meeting with Rahul, the latter hinted that
there will be no rotation
in the post of the CM.
Baghel had also said
that he had invited Rahul Gandhi to visit
Chhattisgarh to “inspect
the various projects and
works” being implemented by the state government, and that the
latter has accepted the
invitation. Nearly a
month on, Rahul is yet to
make that visit.
Given the fact that
Deo is a popular figure
in Chhattisgarh politics, he may try to continue negotiating with
the party leadership for
the post of the CM.

Kanhaiya, Mevani to Afghan women protest Taliban
join Cong on Oct 2 policies; seek equal rights

Unlike Punjab, and perhaps Chattisgarh, Raj
not to witness leadership change: Cong sources
standing steadfast behind CM Ashok
Gehlot and therefore the question of
leadership change does not arise

ruled state Punjab,
Congress interim
President Sonia Gandhi is in a holiday
mood. She reached
Chandigarh, the joint
capital of Punjab
and Haryana, by air
on Monday morning from where she
headed straight to her
daughter Priyanka’s
cottage. Sonia Gandhi
is expected to stay
there for two-three
days and there is no
engagement to meet
any party functionary
during her stay.

AFTER CHANGE OF GUARD IN PUNJAB

in Punjab, bringing an
immense jolt to the party; an almost similar
situation prevails in
Chattisgarh too where
the two and a half year

power sharing formula
is to be enforced between CM Bhupesh
Baghel and Health Minister TS Singhdeo.
Turn to P8

Kabul: Several Afghan
women gathered in Kabul on Sunday to demand the right to work
and study under the
new Taliban-run government.
Since the Taliban’s
return to power after a
two-decade war, the fundamentalist militants
have issued restrictive
rules on girls’ education and women’s participation in public life.
Over a dozen women
protested outside the
premises of what used
to be the Afghan Women’s Affairs Ministry
— until the Taliban
turned it into the department for the “prop-

Women gather to demand their rights under the Taliban rule
during a protest in Kabul.

agation of virtue and
the prevention of vice.”
“A society in which
women are not active
is [a] dead society,”
one sign read as protesters chanted, “women’s rights and human

rights.”
Taliban’s interim Kabul Mayor Hamdullah
Namony said on Sunday that female employees have been ordered
to stay home, pending a
further decision.

CRUCIAL READ
HEARING ADJOURNED
IN ASTHANA CASE
New Delhi: Delhi Police
commissioner Rakesh
Asthana, in his affidavit,
has told the Delhi High
Court that petitions challenging his appointment
are a flagrant abuse for
some hidden vendetta.

KANGANA-AKHTAR
TUSSLE CONTINUES
Mumbai: Actor
Kangana Ranaut on
Monday filed a counter
complaint in response
to a defamation case
against her by lyricist
Javed Akhtar.

AKHARA PARISHAD HEAD MAHANT NARENDRA
GIRI FOUND DEAD, SUICIDE NOTE RECOVERED
Prayagraj: Mahant Narendra Giri Maharaj, president of
the Akhil Bharatiya Akhara Parishad was found dead
at his residence in Prayagraj. According to sources,
the door was locked from inside and had to be broken.
Mahant Narendra Giri, was found hanging from a nylon
rope. UP Police claimed that a suicide note in Mahant
Narendra Giri’s writing has been recovered.

SONIA SPEAKS TO GEHLOT!
Jaipur: Close to the heels of Congress witnessing turmoil
in Punjab and Chattisgarh also reeling under pressure
politics, word is that Congress interim president Sonia
Gandhi has spoken to Rajasthan CM Ashok Gehlot
telephonically on Monday. Although the exact details
of the discussion are unavailable, there is a speculation
that their conversation might have bordered around the
current political climate within Congress while CM Gehlot
must have enquired about Sonia Gandhi’s well being as
well. Notably, Sonia, along with her children Rahul and
Priyanka is at Priyanka’s farm house in Shimla.
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DISPLAYING

MIGHT
S
aptashakti Command organised annual exercise at the Mahajan Field Firing Range in Bikaner on Monday. The
Indian Army personnel fired ammunition
to assess the capability of the indigenously
built K-10 Vajra state-of-the-art tank.
—PHOTO BY SANTOSH SHARMA

BRAINSTORMING SESSION AT KUMBHALGARH

BJP’s two-day Chintan Shivir
to chart out poll roadmap
First India Bureau

Udaipur: The BJP has
started preparations at
the strategic level for
the Assembly elections
to be held in 2023. A twoday Chintan Shivir has
been organized in
Kumbhalgarh, Udaipur
from today. For two
days, senior BJP leaders and office-bearers
will prepare the strategy for the Assembly
elections in different
sessions. The main focus of the camp is to
formulate a strategy for
the assembly elections
from the state level to
the booth level.
BJP National Organization General Secretary BL Santosh will
prepare the roadmap

KHACHARIYAWAS MOCKS SHIVIR

an attack on BJP over shivir, Transport
Led aunching
minister Pratap Singh Khachariyawas commentbrain-storming camp will only increase concerns
of a fractured BJP. Opposition should rather think
about rising inflation, he added. Taking further
potshots, he said BJP leaders, who consider themselves bigger than Lord Ram & Maharana Pratap,
should also think about lessening their egotism.

CORE COMMITTEE MEETING
AFTER CONTEMPLATION

Core Committee meeting will be held at
TalonghetheBJP
end of the two-day Chintan Shivir in which
with discussion on the current political
environment, internal differences of BJP can be
discussed. It is not decided whether former CM
Vasundhara Raje will attend the meeting or not.

ahead with a review of
the work related to the
organization of the Rajasthan BJP. The party
will work on the basis of

this roadmap. The BJP’s
focus is on the direct
linkage of the workers
with the voter from the
booth to the unit of the

mandal. A campaign
has already been started to strengthen at the
mandal and booth level.
The issue of mutual tus-

sle between BJP leaders
is also certain to arise in
the meeting. BL Santosh may advise the
leaders in this matter.

Councillor thrown out by 75k kids getting free edu in
dy comm, BJP protests English medium: Dotasra
First India Bureau

Jaipur: The issue of a
Deputy Commissioner
of JMCH kicking out a
BJP councillor from his
chamber on Monday is
snowballing into major
controversy. Party councillors held a protest in
front of the chamber of
Municipal Commissioner Avdhesh Meena demanding suspension of
the engineer.
According to reports,
BJP councillor Suresh
Nawaria had gone to
Deputy Commissioner
Surendra Kumar Bisar-

ia to discuss Installation
of high-mast light posts
and water coolers in his
constituency. During
discussion, he pointed
out that the work has
not been done despite
many efforts. An altercation ensued between
the two over the matter.
An agitated Bisaria ordered the guards to kick
Nawaria out of his
chamber. Meena assured agitating councillors that a probe will be
conducted and appropriate action will be taken
against Bisaria if he is
found guilty.

Poonam Vishal
Sikar: School Education Minister Govind
Singh Dotasra on Monday said that Mahatma
Gandhi English medium school has become
a model in the state in
which 75,000 students
are currently getting
free education in English medium.
He said that the education department has
taken many innovative
steps to improve the
quality of education.
He was in Sikar

Govind Singh Dotasra laid foundation stone of the classrooms
in Mahatma Gandhi School in Laxmangarh on Monday.

where he laid the foundation stone of the
classrooms in Mahatma
Gandhi Vidyalaya in
Laxmangarh and inaugurated the entrance

gate, resting place and
other facilities made
available by a donor
Balbir Saran at the subdistrict hospital at a
cost of Rs 10 lakh.

RSS does not interfere in politics: Bhagwat
Naveen Joshi
Bhilwara: RSS does not
interfere in politics but
takes appropriate steps
on the issue of national
interest within the ambit of the Constitution,
RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat said.
He was in Bhilwara
for a one day visit during which he visited
Acharya Mahashraman Maharaj. On the

Mohan Bhagwat met Acharya Mahashraman Maharaj in Bhilwara.

occasion, a session was
organised
during
which Bhagwat said

that RSS does not interfere in politics. However, he said, if it is the

matter of national interest, then the RSS
takes appropriate steps
while staying within
the purview of the Constitution.
A Sadhvi asked Bhagwat whether the Sangh
gives guidance to the
PM Modi. Responding to
this, Bhagwat said that
he does not interfere in
politics but gives advice
on issues like Ram Mandir, if needed.

TO VISIT JODHPUR
FROM SEPT 24-27
Jodhpur: RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat will be visiting
Jodhpur from September 24
to 27 during which he will
brainstorm with the RSS
functionaries on various
issues. Due to the covid
situation, meetings will not
be held on a large scale and
Bhagwat will meet the leaders and volunteers in small
meetings. He will be staying
at Hedgewar Bhagwat at
Nehru park.

CM should resign on
moral grounds: Poonia
First India Bureau
Rajsamand: BJP state
president Satish Poonia
on Monday continued
his attack on the state
government over law
and order and said that
the government has
failed in providing a safe
atmosphere in the state.
Referring to mob
lynching incident of Alwar, he said that chief
minister holds the portfolio as the home minister and despite it; the
crimes including incidents like these are taking increasing.
He said that the chief
minister should resign
on moral grounds.
Poonia also said that
after Punjab, circumstances have also started changing in Rajasthan too. Earlier,
Poonia arrived in Rajsamand where he was

Madan Dilawar, Deepti Maheshwari, Satish Poonia, Rajendra
Rathore, Gulab Chand Kataria and Diya Kumari.

DILAWAR SLAMS CM FOR MOB LYNCHING

he matter of beating a class 11 student at Meena Ka Bas
TGeneral
near Barodamev in Alwar is gaining momentum. BJP State
Secretary and MLA from Ramganjmandi Madan Dilawar

questioned why the CM is silent on the issue. Not a single
Congressman has come forward to speak in favor of the victim’s
family. In the coming time, Congress will have to face its consequences. Dilawar issued a video statement saying that the CM
must be happy because Muslims have massacred Yogesh Jatav,
a SC, and murdered him what is being termed as mob lynching.

welcomed by the party
workers and leaders.
Rajsamand MLA Deepti
Maheshwari held a programme for the felicitation of Poonia on her
victory in the bypolls.

Poonia said that strategy for the 2023-assembly elections will be
made in the chintan shivir in which discussion
about the political and
social issues will be held.
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Ahead of REET, RESMA imposed from
Sept 20-30; violators can be jailed
Shubham Jain

—Pic for respresentation purpose only

First India Bureau
Jaipur: The state government on Monday
imposed Rajasthan Essential Services Maintenance Act (RESMA)
for REET exam.
It means the employees and institutions associated with REET examination will not be
able to go on strike or
boycott work.
After the approval of
the Chief Minister, the
Home Department has
issued a notification to
implement
RESMA
from September 20 to
30. This will now put a
stop to the strike in the
Board of Secondary
Education and the institutes associated to
REET.
RESMA will remain
in force till the comple-

ROADWAYS BUSES ARE’NT ENOUGH
FOR STUDENTS: KHACHARIYAWAS
Jaipur: About 23 lakh candidates are expected to
appear in the REET exam to be held on September
26. The state government has announced free
travel in Rajasthan Roadways buses. In the discussion with Chief Secretary Niranjan Arya, Roadways
CMD Sandeep Verma, said that the arrangement
of buses is very less, has also talked about using
private buses. Transport Minister Pratap Singh
Khachariyawas has also clearly said that REET candidates should not rely only on roadways buses.
Khachariyawas said there are about 4,000 roadways buses, which is’nt sufficient, keeping in mind
the number of candidates.
tion of the exam. The
employees of the Education
Department,
Board of Secondary
Education,
private
schools with REET centres will not be able to
observe strike of work.
Any kind of work boycott and strike will be

considered
illegal.
Police can arrest the
violators and send to
jail without a warrant.
REET is to be conducted on September 26
for which about 25 lakh
candidates are expected
to appear for 31,000
posts.

Ajmer: The admit
cards for Rajasthan Eligibility Examination
for Teachers (REET)
2021 being conducted by
the Rajasthan Board of
Secondary Education
(RBSE) have been uploaded, but mistakes in
the admit cards has
caused confusion. DP
Jaroli, RBSE chairman
during a press conference on Monday expressed his displeasure
on the mistakes that
candidates made while
furnishing
details.
They have now been
given a final chance to
get those errors, related
to photo, language and
gender, rectified until 6
pm on September 21. He
addded that pregnant
women and handicapped people would be
given relief.

SANGEETA
BENIWAL
RAPS
PRINCIPAL

Rajiv Gaur
Jodhpur: The posh
area around the second gate of Jodhpur
junction opening towards central jail has
become one of the dirtiest places in the second largest district of
the state, thanks to a
dumping
station
where garbage from
everywhere is being
dumped here.
Residents of this
area have requested
authorities and even
writen to PM Modi and
CM Gehlot, but the
problem continues.
Despite the fact that
CMHO office, colonies
of railways are located
here, such problem
exists.

—PHOTO BY BHAWANI SINGH GEHLOT
Dumping station near the second gate of Jodhpur junction.

I have visited this area
after assuming charge
and a decision would be
taken in the interest of the public
after talking to the officials. The
dumping station is not new. It
was already there before I became
the mayor.

COURTESY MEET

Garbage and dirt is
brought to the station by
trucks regularly. The people of the area have appealed to
the PM and to the CM and memorandums have been given to municipal corporation officials but
nothing happened.

—Vanitha Seth, Mayor

—Babu Singh, A local tea seller

Modern techniques to
check illegal mining
First India Bureau

Sachin Pilot meets Para-athlete Sundar Gurjar at his
residence to acknowledge his achievement.

Jaipur: Additional CS
(Mines and Petroleum)
Dr Subodh Agrawal
has said that modern
techniques will be
adopted in mining and
search of minerals so
that we can get the expected results scientifically and check illegal
mining activities.
In a departmental
meeting held here on
Monday,
Agarwal
asked his officials to
explore the possibility
of taking the help of
field experts to earn
maximum revenue by
auctioning
mining
plots after preparing
them for leasing out.

Students’ temperature being checked.

First India Bureau
Jaipur:
Although
schools opened across
the state, only 15% attendance was recorded
in schools here on the
first day. Schools opened
for children of Classes
6 and 8 in Rajasthan after five-six months.
Fearing a possibility
of a third wave, most
parents did not send
their children to school.
Fewer children reached
school than expected.
“Fewer children turned
up at schools because

Ashok Gehlot
@ashokgehlot51
I request all educational institution owners
and parents of children
to strictly adhere to
the SOP issued by the
Government for the
safety of children.
online classes were still
on. Parents are not
ready to send their children as there is no vaccine available for children,” a school owner.

Ajmer: State Commission for Protection of Child Rights’s
chairperson Sangeeta Beniwal spotted Covid-inappropriate behaviour during a surprise inspection at a school in
Kharwa, Ajmer. Schools from Classes VI to VIII opened in
Rajasthan from Monday. Seeing children without masks,
an angry Beniwal reprimanded the school principal and
asked him to adhere to safety protocols to avoid the much
anticipated third phase.

Locals urge PM & CM for removal of
garbage dumping yard but in vain!

Dr Subodh Agrawal

Dr Agrawal said the
state government is serious about stopping
illegal mining as well
as hoarding and transportation of minerals.
Hence, he instructed
the officials to spend
more time in the field
than in the office and
act sternly against the
illegal miners.

—PHOTO BY SUMAN SARKAR

Sept 21, last Thin attendance on the
day to correct first day of classes 6-8
admit card

Govt gets notice on
Lakshmi Vilas case
First India Bureau
Jaipur: A legal notice has been sent to
the CS, Secretary of
UDH, and the JDA
Commissioner
in
connection with the
proposed Mahatma
Gandhi Darshan Museum and Mahatma
Gandhi Institute of
Governance and Social Sciences on the
land of hotel Lakshmi Vilas and Kanak
Bhawan in the Central Park, here.
The notice has

been given by Central Park Sangharsh
Samiti objecting to
the institutional use
of this property, that
is considered in violation of the orders
of the Raj HC to not
use hotel land for
commercial use. Vinay Kumar, Chief
Town Planner of
JDA said that till
now no file has come
to him for examination. In JDA’s master
plan 2025, hotel has
been shown for commercial use.

Bharat Bandh call by
farmers on Sept 27
First India Bureau
Jaipur:
Demanding
complete repeal of the 3
agricultural
reform
Acts, leaders of United
Farmers Front (UFF)
have called for Bharat
Bandh on Sept 27.
Branding the Acts as
“black laws”, they have
asked the Central government to withdraw

them. They have also
demanded sale of agricultural produces on
the basis of MSP.
The front has the support of farmer organisations like Bharatiya
Kisan Union of Dr CB
Yadav, All India Kishan
Sangathan of Dr Sanjay
Madhav and Rajasthan
Jat Mahasabha of Rajaram Meel.

Promoted by First India
News International Pvt. Ltd.
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PRIDE IN INDIA’S TRADITIONS LIKE

YOGA & AYURVEDA

SARBANANDA
SONOWAL

The writer is Union Minister of Ayush

I
Due to large-scale
sensitization and steps
taken by the Ministry of
Ayush towards mitigation
of Covid over the past two
years, the footprint of the
Ayush industry has also
increased, with the AYUSH
sector witnessing 44%
growth. 1 Ministry of Ayush
has promoted use of readymade formulation like
Ayush Kwath/Ayush
Kudineer/Ayush Joshanda
endeavoring health
promotion of public at large

ndian systems of medicine
are millennia old and offer
overall wellness. Changes in
the health paradigm has led
to an unprecedented resurgence of interest in Ayush
systems (namely Ayurveda,
Yoga, Naturopathy, Unani,
Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homoeopathy) over the years.
State patronage and encouragement to the pluralistic approach in health care have
accelerated the progress of
Ayush towards providing
quality healthcare to all.
While preserving its core
strengths, Ayush with transdisciplinary and translational approaches is unravelling
clinical evidence best endorsed by centuries of healing people. Established in
2014, the Ministry of Ayush
has amplified the role of
Ayush in realizing the ‘New
India’ vision of Hon’ble
Prime Minister. It has undertaken various initiatives to
develop education, research,
and propagation of the Ayush
systems of healthcare.
Prestigious international
collaboration in important
fields like Pharmacopoeia
are indicative of the galloping acceptance of Indian traditional health systems and
are sure to impact the Ayush
sectors in ways more than
one. This is demonstrated by
the MoU signed recently be-

‘BAFFLING’ SELF GOAL BY

CONGRESS IN PUNJAB

tween PCIMH & American
Herbal
Pharmacopoeia
(AHP) and is expected to impact the prospects of Ayurvedic medicines’ scope in the
USA in future as currently,
ayurvedic products are treated as Food Supplements and
not as Drugs in the USA.
One of these key initiatives includes Ayush’s role in
the fight against COVID-19.
The Ministry of Ayush has
undertaken several Research
& Development (R&D) and
public healthcare initiatives
to harness the potential of
Ayush systems in mitigating
the impact of the pandemic.
The government has issued
various guidelines, advisories & launched campaigns
such as ‘Ayush for Immunity’
to promote awareness regarding measures to improve
immunity and advising simple home remedies easily accessible to the general public.
Ayush institutions like All
India Institute of Ayurveda
(AIIA), New Delhi were made
dedicated COVID Health
Centre for management of
COVID- 19 mild to moderate
cases as per the AYUSH
guidelines. The Ministry collaborated with several organizations to encourage, promote and advance evidencebased research on Ayush.
The Ministry constituted an
inter-disciplinary
Ayush
R&D Task Force consisting
of scientists, pulmonologists, epidemiologists, pharmacologists etc., from premier organizations including
ICMR, DBT, CSIR, AIIMS and
released “National Clinical
Management Protocol based
on Ayurveda and Yoga for

D

id Harish Rawat
score a self goal
in Punjab when
he declared that
the state Congress
president Navjot Singh Sidhu will lead the party in the
Assembly elections due early
next year?
Only a day earlier Punjab
got its new chief minister in
Charanjit Singh Channi, a
Dalit. His term will last until
the next elections in February-March 2022. After appointing Channi for about six
months the party was gloating over giving the State its
first Dalit chief minister. The
move, it was said, will help
the party take on the Akali
Dal-Bahujan Samaj Party
combine as its Dalit (Channi)and Jat Sikh (Sidhu) combination was stronger. But in a

To propagate the practice
of Yoga digitally, the
Ministry of Ayush has also
launched ‘Namaste
Yoga app’ (a one-stop
health solution that
enables people to access
Yoga-related information
management of COVID-19”.
Over 127 research studies in
COVID-19 were initiated at 152
centers across the country.
Out of these, a total of 90 studies have been completed, and
15 manuscripts have been
published, while 20 preprints
have also been published.
These studies have shown
very promising outcomes in
reducing the incidence of
COVID among Ayush prophylactic care users. The Ministry launched a massive nationwide campaign for distribution of proven poly herbals
AYUSH-64 and Kabasura
Kudineer for the benefit of the
vast majority of out of hospital COVID patients. The
‘Ayuraksha kit’ containing
‘Kadha’ concoction (herbal
tea), ‘Sanshmani’ tablet (made
from Giloy) and Anu Taila for
nasal application given to
80,000 Delhi Police frontline
personnel for boosting immunity and increasing quality of
life against COVID 19 showed
just 48 percent of the force getting infected despite being
vulnerable to the virus.
Further, Ayush Sanjivani
mobile app developed by Ministry of Ayush has documented the impact assessment of
effectiveness, acceptance and

In a strange twist, Harish
Rawat, the Congress
leader in-charge for
Punjab said that Sidhu
will be the party’s CM
face, indirectly telling
Channi that he should
not harbour any
ambition beyond
Assembly elections
strange twist, Harish Rawat,
the Congress leader incharge for Punjab said that
Sidhu will be the party’s CM
face, indirectly telling Channi that he should not harbour
any ambition beyond Assembly elections.
Mayawati, the Bahujan Sa-

usage of Ayush advisories &
measures in the prevention of
COVID-19 in around 1.5 crores
respondents highlighted that
a good proportion of the representative population has
utilized Ayush measures
across different regions of
the country. The Ministry and
World Health Organization
have entered into the Technical Service agreement to undertake a study being executed in collaboration with Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI) for assessment of
integration of Ayush into the
Public Health System for
combating COVID-19.
The Ministry’s mobilization efforts during the pandemic have also resulted in a
total of 8,32,445 Ayush practitioners, paramedic staff, and
students enlisting themselves
as COVID warriors on covidwarriors.gov.in. Out of these,
1,75,603 Ayush doctors were
trained through iGOT (Integrated Government Online
Training) in collaboration
with the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare, Government of India. Further, a force
of over 37,000 Ayush staff was
deployed for COVID-19 related healthcare services.
Due to large-scale sensitization and steps taken by the
Ministry of Ayush towards
mitigation of Covid over the
past two years, the footprint of
the Ayush industry has also
increased, with the AYUSH
sector witnessing 44% growth.
1 Ministry of Ayush has promoted use of ready-made formulation like Ayush Kwath/
Ayush Kudineer /Ayush
Joshanda endeavoring health
promotion of public at large.
Some specific products
have also seen tremendous
growth with 500 to 700 percent increase in demand post
the COVID-19 outbreak. This
includes immunity-boosting
products such as Guduchi
ghan Vati, Anu Taila, Mahasudarshan Ghan Vati, Tulsi,
while Chyavanprash products have seen 700 percent of
growth and Ashwagandha
exports increasing three
times than the previous periods. These figures underline
the wide recognition and public acceptance of Ayush systems among the masses.
It is also a matter of pride
for all Indians that the World
Health Organization has chosen India for establishing its
Global Centre for Traditional
Medicine.
To propagate the practice
of Yoga digitally, the Ministry of Ayush has also
launched ‘Namaste Yoga app’
(a one-stop health solution
that enables people to access
Yoga-related information,
Yoga events, and Yoga classes
at their fingertips).
In addition, the ‘Yoga
break app’ (Yoga protocol
consists of a few very useful
Yoga practices to de-stress,
refresh and refocus on work)
was also launched recently.

IN-DEPTH

BABUL SUPRIYO
RETURNS, SO DO
FOUR OTHERS BUT
TMC DEFECTORS
CAN’T BE TRUSTED

B

abul Supriyo, the MP
from Asansol and a
former Union minister of state for environment, has returned to the Trinamool Congress, his parent party, after a
short dalliance with the Bharatiya Janata Party. He is the fifth
TMC leader who joined the BJP
before the Assembly elections but
returned with surprising haste
after Mamata Banerjee’s stupendous victory. It was surprising to
see them turn their backs on the
BJP which may have expected
that their leaving the TMC would
damage Mamata’s poll prospects.
Having failed to deliver on that
account, they must have realized
that they were longer important
for the BJP. Supriyo was dropped
from the Union ministry but was
then advised by BJP president JP
Nadda not to resign from his parliamentary seat.
Supriyo and the other four leaders having acted in a typical Aaya
Ram, Gaya Ram fashion can they
be expected to remain loyal to
Mamata or a Lok Sabha ticket will
make them dump TMC again?

SPIRITUAL SPEAK
If the problem can be solved
why worry? If the problem
cannot be solved worrying
will do you no good.
—Buddha

TOP TWEETS
Rajnath Singh
@rajnathsingh

Had a warm telephone conversation
with @SecDefMr Lloyd Austin.
We discussed issues pertaining
to bilateral defence cooperation &
regional matters including situation
in Afghanistan.We agreed to continue
the useful dialogue & look forward to
strengthening the partnership further.
Piyush Goyal
@PiyushGoyal

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED BY
THE AUTHOR ARE PERSONAL

maj Party chief, was quick to
attack the Congress saying
that this was the party’s way
of slighting Dalit leaders. Because of what Rawat said the
Dalits won’t vote for Congress, she said. Sunil Jakhar,
a senior Congress leader
who was in the race to become CM, found Rawat’s
comment “baffling”. He said
in a tweet, “On the swearingin day of Sh@Charnjit-channi as Chief Minister, Mr
Rawat’s statement that “elections will be fought under
Sidhu” is baffling. It is likely
to undermine CM’s authority but also negate the very
‘raison d’etre of his selection
for this position.
One wonders how Sidhu has
come to wield so much power
that the party couldn’t wait to
declare him the next CM.
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Ramesh slam
AF TALKS WITH US... Tharoor,
UK's Covid travel rules
RACISM & OFFENSIVE

Rajnath Singh and his US
counterpart last met in March

New Delhi: Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh
and US Secretary of Defence Lloyd Austin held
a telephonic conversation on Monday. The
two discussed the situation in Afghanistan
among other key issues
ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
visit to US for first Quad
leaders’ summit.
“Both the leaders [Rajnath Singh and Lloyd
Austin] discussed bilateral and regional matters including developments in Afghanistan,”
the MoD said in a statement. Both countries

Raksha Mantri and Austin also
spoke about terrorism: MoD

SINGH TAKES TO TWITTER

H

Rajnath Singh

ad a warm telephone
conversation with Lloyd
Austin. We discussed issues
pertaining to bilateral defence cooperation & regional
matters including situation
in Afghanistan.We agreed to
continue the useful dialogue
& look forward to strengthening the partnership further.

even reiterated their
commitment to working closely together in
the defence sector. Rajnath Singh and Lloyd

Austin also exchanged
views about combating
terrorism in the region.
Addressing the Indo-US
Economic Summit or-

PM is slated to visit the US for
the first Quad leaders’ summit

QUAD AT WHITE HOUSE

Indian security estabTabouthelishment
is concerned
Afghanistan spilling

Lloyd Austin

over into the country via
Pakistan after Taliban takeover. US President Joe Biden
is hosting Quad summit at
White House on Sept 24
PM Narendra Modi, Japan’s
Yoshihide & Australia’s Scott.

ganised by IACC on
September 15, Rajnath
Singh had said that
there is no doubt that
Indo-US cooperation

will go a long way to restore normalcy and further boost economic
dynamism in a postCovid world.
—PTI

New Delhi: Former Union ministers Jairam
Ramesh and Shashi
Tharoor on Monday
slammed the UK’s Covid-19 related travel rules,
under which Indians
vaccinated with Covishield would still be
treated as unvaccinated,
with Ramesh saying it
“smacks of racism”.
Tharoor said that because of the restrictions he had even
pulled out of a debate
at The Cambridge Union Debating Society
and from the launch
events for UK edition
of his book, ‘The Battle
Of Belonging’.
—PTI

Opposition needs to introspect on ...I HAVE JUST BEEN
‘IRRESPONSIBLE’ note: Nadda ATTENDING GUESTS
SONU SOOD BREAKS SILENCE...

New Delhi: The Opposition parties should
introspect over their
"irresponsible" statements about the Covid
vaccination
programme of the Modi
government that has
proved to be the "biggest and fastest" in the
world, BJP president JP
Nadda said on Monday.
"The Opposition parties should introspect
over their silence on 2.5
crore vaccinations on
September 17 and their
irresponsible
and
laughable statements
in the past one year on
the vaccination drive.
They should think
what impression they
have left on the society
and their role in a democracy," he said. —ANI

NOTICE TO CENTRE
ON DOOR-TO-DOOR
VAX FOR DISABLED

WB BJP NOT TO FIELD
CANDIDATE FOR RS

JP Nadda interacts with medical staffers at AIIMS in New Delhi on
Monday. Also seen here are Mansukh Mandaviya and others.

BIGGEST VAX DRIVE IN WORLD...

n a visit to a vaccination centre at AIIMS hospital in
Iteam
New Delhi, JP Nadda congratulated and thanked a
of Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya,

State health ministers, medical fraternity and people for
making the vaccination campaign a “success”.

NEET 21: NOTICE TO
CENTRE FOR 11TH
HR COURSE CHANGE

he SC sought response
he Supreme Court on
Ternment
T
from the Central govMonday issued notice
on a PIL seeking
to the NBE and others, on
to bring focus on vaccinating persons with disabilities at their residences
since they face a higher
risk of being infected by
the virus. A Bench headed
by Justice DY Chandrachud issued notice to the
Centre and also requested
the Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta to assist it
with regard to steps that
have already been taken
and that are to be taken to
assuage their concerns.
Noting that since the
plea raises questions
dealing with the
rights of people
with disabilities,
it sought a response within
two weeks.

a plea against the last-minute changes to the syllabus
for the National Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test
(NEET) PG Super Speciality exam 2021 (NEET SS
2021). A bench of Justices
D.Y. Chandrachud & B.V.
Nagarathna issued notice
to NBE, National Medical
Commission and Centre,
and scheduled the matter
for further hearing on next
Monday. Court was hearing
a plea by Prateek and 40
PG qualified doctors,
who challenged the
abrupt last-minute
changes contending it was done
to favour general
medicine candidates.

Kolkata: BJP in WB
said on Monday it will
not field a candidate
for October 4 RS
bypoll, a development
that will pave the way
for election of the
ruling TMC nominee
unopposed. The TMC
had last week named
Sushmita Dev, who
recently joined the
party after quitting
Cong, as its candidate for bypoll. Dev,
daughter of Congress
leader from Assam
the late Santosh Mohan Dev, was chief of
the women’s wing of
the Congress. She is
likely to file nomination, sources said.

Mumbai: After Sonu
Sood’s offices, property
and residence were surveyed by the Income Tax
Department earlier this
month, the actor released a statement on
social media. In the
statement, he mentioned
that does not need to tell
‘his side of the story.’
Sonu Sood releases
statement on Rs 20 crore
tax evasion allegation.

Sonu also said that
every rupee of his foundation goes to the needy
or to save a life. He added that he has also
urged brands to donate
his endorsement fees to
charities. He also wrote
that he was not able to
help people for a few
days as he was attending guests and from
now will be back to support those in need. —ANI

BEFORE RETIRING, CONCOR CMD DOES AN
UNUSUAL THING AGAINST HIS COLLEAGUE
Sharat Verma
New Delhi: CONCOR
CMD V Kalyan Rama,
who will retire this
month end after serving
for five years, has done
the most unusual thing
by issuing a four-page
‘confidential’ to the
company’s director in
charge of projects and
services Rahul Mithal.
Mithal is set to be appointed as the next
CMD of Rail India
Technical and Economic Service Limited
(RITES) following his
PESB selection in the
first week of June
2021. A long five-year

V Kalyan Rama

career beckons him.
What makes Rama’s
‘confidential’ more
unusual is his remark in the covering
letter that the ‘confidential’ should be attached to the service
records of Mithal.

Readers may be aware
that a ‘Confidential’ is a
kind of displeasure notice that does not affect
one’s career adversely
and does not reflect
upon one’s competence.
Officials point out that
normally a ‘confiden-

tial’ is not attached to
one’s service records
and just reflects the displeasure of the assessing officer. However, the
outgoing CMD’s insistence on attaching the
confidential to the service records of Mithal
smacks of some deeprooted
prejudice.
Even as it is being debated how and why
Mithal earned the displeasure of his boss, officials say it is not in
good taste at all for an
outgoing CMD to act in
this manner for his subordinate who has been
duly selected for higher
responsibility.

LIST OF INFLUENTIAL PERSONALITIES OF THE WORLD

Time ‘PIECE’ gives Didi a major morale booster!
Anita Hada
New Delhi: WB CM
Mamata Banerjee is
trying to establish her-

Mamata Banerjee

self on the horizon of
national politics and in
this endeavor, worldrenowned American
magazine ‘Time’ has
helped her a little.
In latest list of one
hundred most influential personalities of the
world by ‘Time’ magazine, there are only 2
leaders from India of
which one is PM Narendra Modi and the other
is Mamata Banerjee.
Before this list
was published,
another sur-

MAMATA FOR PM IN 2024: SUPRIYO

vey was done, in which
Modi was described as
the most popular leader

in the world. The one
line message of Time’s
survey is that India still

trusts Modi. The profile
of PM Narendra Modi
has been written by Fareed Zakaria and Mamata Banerjee’s profile is
written by Barkha Dutt.
However, Mamata
has got a big political
boost
after
being
ranked among the 100
most influential personalities of the world
along with Modi. She
has got an edge over
the rest of the country’s leaders in the ongoing struggle to lead
the opposition coali-

tion. Right now Banerjee is contesting the
by-election for the assembly seat and the entire party is trying to
make her win the election with a record
number of votes.
They have very carefully played the stake of
Bengali identity by
sending 2 Bengali personalities to the Rajya
Sabha elections, which
will give them a big advantage in the entire
Northeast, especially in
Assam and Tripura.

(From Left) Shashi Tharoor and Jairam Ramesh

MATTER OF CONCERN...

assengers who aren’t recognised as being fully vacciPEngland’s
nated with authorised vaccines and certificates under
international travel rules, including Indians, will

still have to take a pre-departure test, further PCR tests on
Day 2 and Day 8 of arrival, and self-isolate at their given
address for 10 days upon entry, according to the rules.

CRUCIAL READ
BJP PICKS BABY RANI MAURYA AND DILIP
GHOSH AS NATIONAL VICE-PRESIDENTS

New Delhi: The faction-ridden WB unit of BJP, which
has been hit by an exodus of some key leaders who
had migrated from
TMC, got a new
president Monday.
BJP President JP
Nadda appointed
Sukanta Majumdar, BJP MP from
the Balurghat LS constituency, as chief of WB unit.
The national leadership also appointed Baby Rani
Maurya, who was recently removed as U’khand Guv,
national VP. Outgoing state chief Dilip Ghosh, who is
also a LS MP and who led the party in the MarchApril assembly election, will now be the national VP.

KIRIT DETAINED AHEAD OF KOLHAPUR
VISIT; BJP SLAMS THACKERAY GOVT

Mumbai: Senior BJP leader and former LS member Kirit Somaiya was detained at Karad railway
station in Maharashtra’s Satara district early on
Monday and taken to the Circuit House there.
He was on his way to Kolhapur where district
authorities have barred his entry citing law and
order as well as security concerns following his
allegations of corruption against Maha min Hasan
Mushrif. “After we told him that he was prohibited from entering dist, he cooperated & will now
return after addressing press in Karad,” SP said.

PARLIAMENTARIANS SHOULD NOT CROSS
BOUNDARY OF DECENCY, DECORUM: NAIDU
New Delhi: VP M Venkaiah Naidu on Monday said
that the criticism of the government while being a
right of the Opposition,
should be done within the
boundaries of decency
and democracy. “Parliamentarians and legislators have every right to
criticise the government.
But the ‘Lakshman Rekha’
(boundary) of ‘decency,
decorum and dignity’ must never be crossed while
making a point,” said Naidu. “I am of the view-- let
the government propose, the opposition oppose and
the House dispose,” he added.

THREATS TO HINDUISM ‘IMAGINARY’,
SAYS UNION HOME MINISTRY

New Delhi: The BJP-led Centre has effectively
demolished all apprehensions and questions
pertaining to any perceived threats to Hindu religion, dismissing them as merely ‘hypothetical’ or
‘imaginary’. MHA headed by Amit Shah has stated
that it has no records or evidence concerning any
so-called ‘threats’ to Hindu religion, in a recent
RTI reply to Nagpur-based activist Mohnish Jabalpure. In quite a brazen RTI query on August 31,
Jabalpure had sought proof of “threats to ‘Hindu
religion’ in country” that MHA had in possession.

EX-IAS OFFICER RAJIV AGGARWAL IS NEW
PUBLIC POLICY HEAD OF FACEBOOK INDIA

New Delhi: Facebook India on Monday said it has
appointed ex-IAS officer & ex-Uber executive Rajiv
Aggarwal as Director of
Public Policy. He succeeds
Ankhi Das, who quit in
October last year. She was
embroiled in controversy
for opposing enforcement
of hate-speech rules
against right-wing leaders
in the country. Aggarwal,
in this role, will define & lead important policy devp
initiatives for Facebook in India on an agenda that
covers user safety, data protection and the privacy,
inclusion and internet governance, a statement said.
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After a lull of 3 mths, tiger undergoes heart surgery at SMS
reserves open from Oct 1
Med tourism: Nigerian boy
Vikas Sharma

Seeing less visitors, gypsy operators demand relaxation regarding different zones
Nirmal Tiwari
Jaipur: After a closure
for three months, both
the tiger reserves in Rajasthan will be opened
for tourists from October
1. Ranthambore Tiger
Reserve in Sawaimadhopur and Sariska tiger
reserve in Alwar were
closed on July 1 due to
the Monsoon season.
Now the tourists will
be able to visit both
the parks from the beginning of next month.
Tourists and wildlife
lovers are enthusiastic
about it. An official of
the forest department
said that preparations
for the reopening of
the parks have been
completed.

Tonsured by
locals, youth
ends life
Laxman Raghav
Bikaner: A man allegedly committed
suicide after humiliation by some local
people. Omaram, a
resident of Nagaur,
was accused of theft
and some locals had
shaved his head. After the humiliation,
he jumped in a water
tank in Nokha. Family cremated without informing the
police. After a viral
video, police started
investigation. CO
and SHO Nokha visited the place where
he was caught.

LEOPARDS IN
NAHARGARH
SOON

Stakeholders of the
tourism industry in
Ranthambore say that
due to covid-19, the
number of tourists is
likely to be less and
therefore, in such a situ-

ation, gypsy operators
should be given relaxation regarding different
zones. Foreign tourists
are not coming due to
covid-19 and domestic
tourists would avail the

Bikaner couple die after
ingesting pesticide
First India Bureau
Bikaner: The dead
bodies of a couple were
found at Surpura village in Nokha tehsil of
Bikaner. They were
married
just
four
months ago. Death was
caused by ingestion of
pesticide. But the reason for consuming the
poison is not known
yet. Nokha police is
probing the case from
every angle.
Nokha Police Officer
Ishwarchand Jangid
said that Sohan Lal and
wife Annudevi Meghwal were living comfortably on the farm guarding the crops since their
marriage four months

Deceased Sohan Lal and wife
Annudevi Meghwal.

The relatives told
both lived alone
on the farm for
guarding crops
ago. On Sunday night,
both of them consumed
poison. It is not yet
clear whether they died
by suicide or accidentally consumed poison.
The relatives have not
been questioned yet.

facility of immediate
booking for gypsies.
It may be noted that
advance booking of
gypsies and hotels is
done before the season
starts in October.

After Jhalana, the
forest dept is going
to start Jaipur’s
second leopard
safari in Nahargarh
biological park
with two routes
on Delhi road.
Route no. 1 will be
from Kishanbagh
to Myla Bagh and
route no. 2 will be
from the biological park to Audhi
Ramsagar. At present, the leopard
safari is available
in Jhalana forest
area with around
19 Leopards.

Jaipur : In a step that
would promote medical tourism in the
state, doctors of the
Cardiac Thoracic Department at the SMS
Hospital did a successful heart surgery without cutting the bone of
the patient.
According to the
doctors, Abdullah, 19,
from Nigeria was operated upon successfully.
He will be discharged
in a day or two. Only 30
per cent of his heart
was functioning. He
had
shortness
of
breath for about six
months.
Abdullah first went
to Delhi for treatment,
where the cost of operation was said to be
between Rs 8-10 lakh
and there was also a
threat to his life. He
was later referred to

Dr Anil Sharma and Dr Mohit Sharma with patient and his relatives.

SMS Hospital by the
embassy officials.
A team of doctors operated on the patient
through a small incision and did not cut the
bone. Doctors said that
the patient would be
able to play in future.
SMS Medical College
principal Dr Sudhir
Bhandari congratulated the team of Thoracic Department for the
successful operation

and said this will encourage medical tourism in Rajasthan.
The operation was
performed under the
guidance of Dr Anil
Sharma, former HOD
of Cardiac Thoracic
Department.
Other
doctors in the team included Dr Sunil Dixit,
Dr Mohit Sharma, Dr
Saurabh Mittal, Dr
Jamna Ram, Dr Zeel
and Dr Anjum.

Mother of three blackmailed & raped
First India Bureau
Ajmer: A case of rape
with a mother of three
by showing her obscene
photos has been reported at Ramganj police
station. The victim’s father had also lodged a
missing
complaint
when she was taken to
Jaipur.In the report, the
labourer victim told
that at 7 pm on Sept 14,
the neighbourhood accused forcibly took her
away. On the basis of a
photo he harassed and
blackmailed her. The accused kept her in a hotel
for two days and raped
her with friend. Ramganj SHO Satendra Singh Negi said the matter
is being investigated.

PAHLAJ NIHALANI MEETS GUV KALRAJ MISHRA

Life imprisonment to
rapist by POCSO court
First India Bureau

HANUMANGARH: GANGRAPE
WITH MARRIED WOMAN

Hanumangarh: A case of gang-rape by forcibly taking
a married woman out of her house has been reported
in an area under the Junction police station. Four youth
were accused of gangraping the woman by holding
her hostage for five days. A case has been registered
in this regard at Woman's police station. The victim
filed a report against the accused Munsab Ali, Rohtash
Dhanak, Mukesh and one more. She said Munsab Ali on
Sept 13 when she was alone at home he forcibly picked
her up and taken to Fatehabad in Haryana. There along
with his three other, he gangraped her for five days. She
somehow escaped from their clutches. Hanumangarh
CO Prashant Kaushik is investigating the case.

2 school girls hit
by train while
crossing tracks
First India Bureau
Bharatpur: Two girls
of class 10 were hit by a
train and died on Monday while on way to the
school under the Nadbai
police station area of
Bharatpur. Few girl students were enrout to
Jagwain Kapoori Devi
Senior
Secondary
School, two of them, Kajal and Karishma, went
ahead in a hurry and
started crossing the railway line and suddenly
got hit by the train and
died on the spot. Dist
Edu Officer Prem Singh
Kuntal said the matter
is being investigated.

Eminent filmmaker Pahlaj Nihalani met Governor Kalraj Mishra at Raj Bhavan on Monday.

Alwar: A 50-year-old
accused of raping a
14-month-old girl was
sentenced to life imprisonment on Monday. The accused
Pooran Khati had
taken the girl to his
own room on the pretext of feeding and
raped there on September 20. The victim’s mother had
complained to the
police. Showing seriousness in the mat-

ter, the police had arrested the accused
within 20 hours.
In just 3 days, the
then DSP DK Sharma
had presented the
challan in POCSO
Court. Thereafter,
the matter was immediately given to ASI
Kusum Narook and
only after 5 hearings,
the court sentenced
the accused to life imprisonment. Special
Judge of
Alwar,
Anoop Pathak delivered the judgment.

IN THE COURTYARD
RSLDC CASE: JAIL TO ACCUSED
Jaipur: The court of judge Upendra Sharma on
Monday sent Rajasthan Skill Development Corporation scheme coordinator Ashok Sangwan and
manager Rahul Garg to jail till Oct 4. The ACB had
arrested both for taking Rs 5 lakh bribe on Sept 11.
The investigation is pending against Corp chairman
Neeraj K Pawan , Chief Manager Pradeep Kumar
Gawande, broker Amit Sharma, RAS Kartar Singh,
Gajendra Singh, Dinesh of BVG Company, Balaji
Trading Company’s partner Mukesh and others. The
accused had taken bribe for clearing bills.

SI RECRUITMENT EXAM-2016,
HC REJECTS ASPIRANTS PLEA
Jaipur: The high court on Monday dismissed the
appeal of the candidates of the Police SI recruitment
exam 2016. CJ Indrajit Mahanty and Justice Satish
Kumar Sharma gave the order. From the government
side, Advocate General Vibhuti Bhushan Sharma and
advocate Prakhar Gupta argued. Advocate MF Baig
appeared on behalf of the RPSC. The order was given
on the petition of Jitendra Rathore and others.

VIRAL VIDEO
CASE: JAIL TO
RPS AND LADY
CONSTABLE

Jaipur: The court on
Monday sent suspended
RPS Heera Lal Saini and
constalbe Rajesh Kumari
in judicial custody to jail
in the infamous obscene
video case. ASP SOG
Divya Mittal told the court
that the investigation was
complete against both
after which POCSO Court
judge Rekha Sharma sent
them to judicial custody.
The SOG had filed a case
against them on September 9 after an obscene
video went viral. Saini
was arrested on September 9 and Rajesh Kumari
on September 12.

BIG RELIEF

Colonies without facility area to be regularised in PSKS from Oct 2
lll

The Facility
Cess will be
recovered from
the plot holders.
The cess will
be recovered
proportionately,
UDH issued
the order

First India Bureau

UDH ISSUES ORDERS

DOOR-TO-DOOR CONTACT

Jaipur: Colonies in
which 30-40 percent area
is not left as facility area
will also be regularised
during Prashasan Sharon Ke Sang campaign
from October 2.
The less the facility
area, the more will
be the calculation of
the charge for regularisation.
The total amount will
be calculated and recov-

In a big relief to the real estate sector, the
government has decided to not recover
the amount of Basic Service for Urban
Poor (BSUP) shelter fund repeatedly. If
this amount is taken once in any case then
it will not be recovered again. The amount
will not have to be given again and again
from plot allotment till map approval.

UDH minister Shanti Dhariwal
informed that public representatives, sanitary inspectors are
making door-to-door contact to
give information about Prashasan Sharon ke Sang campaign and taking applications for
lease on the spot.

Shanti Dhariwal

ered accordingly. The
Facility Cess will be recovered from the plot
holders. The cess will

be recovered proportionately.
The Urban Development and Housing de-

partment issued orders
in this regard which
will be applicable in all
types of colonies.

Facilities will be developed in the colony
with the facility cess.
On the other hand,

the UDH has also given relaxation to ‘rich’
allottees by giving 100
percent rebate in out-

standing interest and
penalty to the allottees of MIG-B and HIG
categories.
The department has
also decided that private developers will be
able to submit the record of their schemes
and details of allottees
to JDA by 30 October. If
the developers do not
submit the record, then
plot holders can submit
the report directly or
through Vikas Samiti.

yours!

Once you are clear about what
to do in life and equally about
what not to do... success is

—Jagdeesh Chandra, CEO & Editor-in-Chief, First India
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2ND FRONT

GEHLOT REVIEWS PREPARATIONS FOR PRASHASAN GAON KE SANG ABHIYAN

Make drive a success with on
spot solutions to problems: CM
First India Bureau

Jaipur: Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot has said
that ‘Prashasan Gaon
Ke Sang Abhiyan’,
which is going to start
from October 2, is one
ambitious programme
of State Government,
through which solutions to problems of
common man will be
ensured on the spot. He
said in the camps to be
held during this campaign, the work of connecting eligible and
needy persons with social security schemes,
land allotment to the
landless should be done
on top priority. He directed that officers
should listen with full
sensitivity to the problems of elderly, disabled
etc. coming to the camps
and provide immediate
relief to them.
“All the concerned
departments
should
work in coordination so
that the common man
gets maximum relief
and intention with

CM TO CHAIR
MEET ON SEPT 22

Differentlyabled and elderly people coming
to the camps should be
heard with sensitivity.
For this, officers of Revenue and Social Justice &
Empowerment Dept
should work in coordination with each
other.

ost his angioplasty
PGehlot
on August 27, CM
chaired a 3- hour

long meeting on Monday.
However, during the resting
phase too, Gehlot was
handling files and now on
Wednesday, September 22,
CM is scheduled to
chair a meeting
of the Council
of Ministers.

—Ashok
Gehlot, CM

which government is
going to start this campaign can be completely
successful,” he said
while reviewing preparations for the drive.
“Complaints related
to electricity, water,
roads, social security
schemes during the
drive should be resolved on the spot. Nowadays most work has
been done online. In
such a situation, a help
desk should be set up to
help villagers coming
to the camps and fill the
application forms. The

camp in-charge should
ensure that the application forms are filled by
beneficiary free of cost.
Information assistants
and other IT-related
staff should be available in the help desk,”
Gehlot directed.
Gehlot said information about various
schemes of state and
central
government
should be made available to public in the
camps. If the relatives
of those who died during corona pandemic
come to the camps to get

the death certificates
made, then the relevant
forms should be provided to them and if
they are eligible for the
Chief Minister’s Corona
Child
Welfare
Scheme, it should then
be ensured that they get
the benefit of this
scheme. He directed
that along with the 19
departments identified
earlier, the services of
Roadways and Water
Resources Department
should also be linked
with the campaign.
Meanwhile, Revenue

Minister Harish Chaudhary said that the department has made full
preparations for the
maximum benefit to the
common man during
the campaign.
Minister of State for
Social Justice and Empowerment Rajendra
Singh Yadav said that
arrangements
have
been made for adequate
monitoring of the work
related to the department in the camps.
Minister of State for
Revenue Bhanwar Singh Bhati suggested that
during the camp, complaints like road repair,
tightening of loose
wires, hand pump repairing could be resolved on the same day.
For this, the teams related to electricity, water, road should make
arrangements for complete preparation and
adequate material, he
said. In the meeting,
Chief Secretary Niranjan Arya said that before the campaign, complete.

Our culture inspires us Pilot to get major role in AICC?
to serve others: Birla
From Page 1

While in both the other
states, it was the MLAs
who rebelled against
leadership, in Rajasthan
the matter pertains to
giving
‘honourbale
placement’ to Pilot
camp members. In this
regard, Sachin Pilot has
already met Rahul Gandhi on September 17. In
fact, the entire premise
of Pilot rebellion nearly

one year back was that
party workers were not
being given their due
credit in the shape of
placements,
which
means that the rebellion
was not against CM Gehlot’s leadership and
ability to run the state.
Moreover, sources reveal that as far as
Sachin Pilot is concerned, he may be given
a major role in AICC.
Interestingly, word in

the party’s ‘relevant’
circles is that Rajasthan
PCC could witness a
substantial change and
although the Pilot camp
is mooting their leader
Sachin Pilot’s name for
PCC Chief, the High
Command has not taken any decision in this
regard and the issue is
under discussions at
various levels within
the Rajasthan Congress.

OBSCENE VIRAL VIDEO CASE

CM Gehlot’s nod to dismissal
of RPS Heera Lal Saini
So far, 6 police
officers, including
Saini & woman
constable have
been suspended
Jaipur: CM Ashok
Gehlot has approved
sacking of suspended
RPS Heera Lal Saini
in the case of indecent acts with a female constable in
front of her 6-year-old
son in a swimming
pool. The Home Department had sent the
dismissal file to the
CM. After getting
CM’s nod, the Home
Department
has
handed over the file to
the DoP. Orders to
sack suspended Saini

shot at a Pushkar Resort on July 10. After
17 days, the videos
went viral. The constable’s husband had
lodged a police complaint in Chitawa, Nagaur & had also registered a complaint
with Nagaur SP & has
demanded divorce.

CM’S NOD FOR `20 L FOR KIN
OF DECEASED POLICEMEN

CM Gehlot has approved to provide
an amount of Rs 20 lakh each to the
dependents of two police constables
of Bhilwara district, Pawan Kumar &
Omkar Chand who laid down their lives
in the line of duty. This sensitive decision of CM Gehlot will strengthen the
dependents of these late policemen.

GEHLOT INCREASES HONORARIUM OF TOURIST GUIDES
Jaipur: State Government has decided to
increase honorarium of
tourist guides registered with Tourism
Department in state &
CM Ashok Gehlot has

approved a proposal in
this regard, according to
which the honorarium
of Tourist Guides will
be about 3 times the
present rate. As per the
proposal, their honorar-

STATE FLAGSHIP PROGRAMME
LIST TO HAVE 7 SCHEMES
Seven schemes of 5 different departments including ‘Mukhyamantri Yuva
Sambal Yojana’ related to skill development & employment of youth will be
included in State Flagship Programme
list. The name of another scheme included in this list will also be amended.
CM has given a nod for the same.

First India Bureau

Naresh Sharma
Jaipur: RCA president
Vaibhav Gehlot’s efforts to bring international cricket matches
to Jaipur finally paid of
on Monday after BCCI
made announcements
for the same.
Vaibhav had spoken to
the BCCI President
Sourav Ganguly and Secretary Jay Shah and now
the announcement has
been made, which ended
8 years long wait of the
cricket lovers of Rajasthan. New Zealand
and West Indies teams

can be issued anytime
soon. So far, 6 police
officers,
including
both Saini and constable, have been suspended in the case.
SOG has taken
Saini and the constable on remand for further
investigation.
The two videos were

CM Gehlot has approved proposal of
50% increase in amount of special
allowance payable for multi-functional
work additional work allowance payable
for doing extra work to 11,317 VDOs
Amount of hard duty allowance will be
increased from Rs 1,500 per month to
Rs 2,250 per month.

Vaibhav’s efforts bring Int’l cric to SMS

Kota: LS speaker Om
Birla on Monday, felicitated organisations and
individuals who served
people during the corona pandemic in Kota.
He said that the people of Kota remain at
the fore in human service be it natural calamity or any challenge.
Addressing the function, Birla said that it is
the value of the Indian
culture that human service is always given priority and the same was
reflected during the Co-

—File Photo

Heera Lal Saini

CM APPROVES 50% INCREASE
IN ALLOWANCE TO VDO CADRE

LS Speaker Om Birla, Devusinh Chauhan, Ashok Maheshwari,
Rakesh Jain, Kranti Jain, Sandeep Sharma and GD Patel during a
felicitation programme in Kota on Monday.

rona pandemic.
Birla said that along
with the collective efforts of govt & society
we were able to fight
Covid-19.
“Together
with the efforts of everyone, we face every crisis & that is why we
were able to fight such a
big disaster,” he said.
Earlier, Union MoS for
Communications Devusinh Chouhan addressed the function
and praised Birla. “ The
period of L S under Om
Birla will be remembered as a golden period
in history,” he said.
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ium will be determined
on the basis of cost
price inflation index for
the year 2002-03 to the
year 2020-21. This decision of CM will benefit a
large number of guides.

CM APPROVES DRAFT FOR
SECONDARY MARKET YARD

CM Ashok Gehlot has approved draft
notification regarding the setting up of
a secondary market yard in Anganwa
village of Mandore Panchayat Samiti in
Jodhpur district. This secondary market
will be constructed on 143 bighas, 14
biswa land allotted by Jodhpur Development Authority in Anganwa.

My tweet was given a
pol twist: OSD Lokesh
First India Bureau

will compete with the Indian team in Jaipur. The
New Zealand team will
visit India in November.
New Zealand will also
play two Tests against
India along with T-20.
The West Indies
cricket team will visit

India in February next
year. India will play
three ODIs and three
T20s against West Indies. West Indies’ second ODI against India
has been proposed to be
played on February 9 at
the SMS Stadium.

Vaibhav Gehlot
@VaibhavGehlot80
Heartiest thanks to BCCI
President Shri Sourav
Ganguly ji and Secretary Shri Jay Shah ji for
alloting 2 International
matches India Vs New
Zealand T-20 on 17th Nov
2021 and India Vs West
Indies ODI on 9th Feb
2022 to Rajasthan Cricket
Association, Jaipur.

Jaipur: Lokesh Sharma, who resigned as
OSD to CM Gehlot, said
that his insignificant
tweet was given a political colour. Speaking to
First India, he said, “I
have never given any
wrong remarks against
any leader or anyone,”
he added. Clarifying on
the issue for which he
had to quit, “It created a
storm of a sort in Rajasthan politics as opponents gave a twist

OSD to CM Ashok Gehlot,
Lokesh Sharma’s mother
wishes him by applying tilak
on his birthday on Monday.

that I did it at the behest
of CM Gehlot. But it is
not true,” he said.

Rajeshwar’s uphill battle to better Raj Revenue Board!
Rajendra Chhabra
Jaipur: The new Chairman of Revenue Board,
Rajeshwar Singh, is
now engrossed in a herculean task to better the
image and working condition of the Board. It
has merely been 45 days
since he was given this
‘Crown of Thorns,’ but
yet his achievements in
this short period of
time, are being appreciated as he is carrying
out his role with utmost
competence and zeal.
Perhaps the most im-

portant aspect of the entire 45-day journey is
that Singh sits full time
in his office while carrying out his role of bettering the work culture in
the Board, while also
curtailing the corrupt
practices here. A huge
number of posts of
Tehsildars and Nayab
Tehsildars are lying vacant, which is hampering the work. In a bid to
find a solution to this
problem, the new Chairman gave postings, temporarily, to 455 Land Revenue Inspectors to Nay-

ab Tehsildars. This move
will ensure that the flagship programmes of the
state government will
see better addressal in
campaign like Prashasan Shehron va Gaon
ki Aur’.
It has also been decided to motivate Tehsildars who do a better job
wherein, the best Tehsildar of each district will
be selected and honoured at a state-level
function. Furthermore,
workshops are being organised for officials to
impart knowledge on

Rajeshwar Singh

how to write right and
qualitative decisions so
that courts does not order stay on decisions
given by the Board’s of-

ficials. Law experts are
providing information
to officials on cases and
decisions in these workshops. Lectures are being organised for reference revision, transfer
process and other cases
related to revenue.
It is known to all that
the lackadaisical attitude of past Chairman
and their habit of staying put at Jaipur had
brought the Board to a
crawl. This was followed
by outgoing Chairman
R
Venkateswaran’s
‘works’ that brought the

Board to the precipice
of an abyss from which
it could not come out if
it had fallen. The ACB’s
action wherein, Chairman’s office was closed
and which led to arrest
of two members & advocates further dented the
Board’s honour. As a result, Venkateswaran’s
tenure from July 2020 to
August 2021 is now
known as the ‘Black Period’ in Board’s history.
The work to dust off
the filth from the Board
and restoring its old glory is an uphill task and

is perhaps the biggest
challenge of Rajeshwar
Singh’s career till now.
A 1989 batch IAS
Rajeshwar Singh, in his
31 year-long service, has
almost always been on
tough postings. He was
made Divisional Commissioner of Udaipur,
Bharatpur & Jaipur and
when important departments like Transport &
Tourism were given, he
could stay in them for
merely five months.
However, he played a
long inning in Rural Development & Panchayati

Raj from May 2018 to August 2020 & he was appreciated for the good
work he did. He could
have played long innings here, but his ‘tussle’ with Special Secretary Arushi Malik resulted in his transfer.
Perhaps not many
people know that along
with an IAS officer, Singh is also a renowned
poet, litterateur & novelist, whose writings are
published in magazines
& papers across the nation. He is extremely active on social media.
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(L-R) Riya Jain, Parul Soni and Kiranpreet

One Country,

—PHOTOS BY SANTOSH SHARMA

Incredible Diversity

The grand finale of Mr
and Miss Sash &
Crown Rajasthan 2021
was organised at the
Pratishtha banquet,
Jaipur on Sunday,
September 19, 2021!

MITALI DUSAD

mitalidusad01@gmail.com

A

Jagdeesh Chandra addressing the audience. Also seen is Ajay Tiwari

(L-R) Mayank Lalwani, Mohit Sagariya and Rudrakash

Ajay Tiwari seeking blessings
from his mother Dr Himani Tiwari

mesmerizing
grand finale of
Mr and Miss S&C
Rajasthan 2021,
the first-ever role
modelling show
was organised at
the Pratishtha banquet in
the Grand Anukampa,
Jaipur on Sunday, September 19, 2021. It was indeed a
unique beauty pageant as it
was a hunt for a youth icon
having an enchanting personality, the one who can
bring a positive change in
society. This event promoted the rich culture and heritage of Rajasthan as the
show was opened with a
live performance of a band

(L-R) Dr Mahesh Joshi, Sanjay Badaya and Pramod Gupta

on Kesariya Balam. The
lamp lighting ceremony
was done by Chief Whip Dr
Mahesh Joshi, Sanjay
Badaya, Dr Himani Tiwari,
Purushottam Biyani, Sanjay Tiwari and Ajay Tiwari
Jagdeesh
Chandra
graced the occasion as the
chief guest and praised the
amazing concept of Role
Modeling as it gives opportunities to young talent irrespective of gender. The
jury members were Purushottam Biyani, Dr Himani
Tiwari, RJ Abhi, Rashmi
Chaturvedi and Paras Vijay
and the event was managed
by MIG entertainers. The
title winners were Parul
Soni and Mohit Sagariya.
Kiranpreet and Rudraksh
were the 1st runner ups
where Riya Jain and Mayank won the title of 2nd
runner ups respectively.
What made the entire evening magical and exclusive

was the ramp walk which
was done on live performing music in traditional
outfits. The show was
opened by designer Yogyata followed by Sanjana
Singh (S.S. Fashions). The
exclusive male showcasing
designer was Monish Raza
(Golden attire) and showcased his amazing and ravishing collections which he
designed for the show.
The director of Sash and
Crown Ajay Tiwari paid
immense gratitude on the
occasion and said that
out of 1200 participants,
the top 20 males and
females were shortlisted and received training
for 30 days online. The participants were
trained for 4
days
in
Pachewar
Fort.

Sanjay Tiwari and Dr Himani Tiwari, Purushottam Biyani and Saroj Biyani with the winners
Clockwise: Parul Soni, Nandini Kontey and Kiranpreet
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FACE OF THE DAY!

VIDYA DEVI:
Model & Author

YOUR DAY

Horoscope by
Saurabbh Sachdeva

Whatsapp Subscription
Subscribe “First India” Daily
E-News Paper For Free On Whatsapp
To Receive the Most Exclusive News from
the Power Corridors of Rajasthan & Delhi.

Taurus

MARCH 21 - APRIL 20
Getting quality time at
home will help in
focussing on activities
that appeal to you. Your
efforts at work will be
richly rewarded by getting noticed by
those who matter. A balanced diet will
be the first step in achieving good
health, so stick to it. Help people out as
much as you can.

APRIL 21 - MAY 20
Your performance may
leave you feeling good
today on professional
or academic front. A
diet plan adopted
recently will suit your system well.
Maintain confidentiality regarding a
property deal being negotiated by
you. A chance for an outing with
lover finally arrives.

Gemini

Cancer

MAY 21 - JUNE 21
Praise of a family
member by someone
will make you proud.
Getting unwell due to
changing weather
cannot be ruled out for some. You may
need to monitor your finances closely.
You are likely to win the day on the
professional front by your original
ideas.

JUNE 22 - JULY 23
A new health routine
may start giving health
benefits right away. You
gel well with a new
acquaintance.
Opportunities to further your career
will come only if you make efforts.
Self-discipline may help you achieve
peak physical fitness. Financial scene
is likely to stabilise once.

Leo

Virgo

JULY 24 - AUGUST 23
Some of you may feel
the home environment
serene and restful.
There is a fair chance of
some property getting
allotted to you. Good opportunities are
likely to appear on the academic front.
Good health is assured through own
efforts. A healthy bank balance will
allow you to buy a major item.

AUGUST 24 - SEPTEMBER 23
A new plot, house or
apartment can be
acquired by some.Be
more assertive in
dealing with workplace
issues, otherwise you can be taken for
granted by others. Joining an online
exercise routine is indicated and will
prove beneficial. Luck favours you on
the academic front.

Libra

Scorpio

SEPTEMBER 24 - OCTOBER 22
You may find it difficult
to convince a family
member regarding
something you want to
achieve. Clarity of
mind and retentive power will help you
forge ahead on the academic front.
Some of you can safely say goodbye to
depression, as positivity enters your
life once again.

OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 22
Positive steps may be
required to be taken to
restore perfect health. It
will be in your interest
to speed up a financial
transaction. You will come out with
flying colours in a competitive situation
on the academic front. Appreciation for
the work done on the professional
front is in the pipeline for some.

Sagittarius

Capricorn

NOVEMBER 23 - DECEMBER 22
Things are likely to
move favourably on the
professional front.
Health may become a
concern. You will need
to muster all your persuasive powers to
swing a deal in your favour. Good
negotiating skills are likely to bring a
lucrative deal within your grasp on the
professional front.

DECEMBER 23 - JANUARY 20
Your initiative will help
mend fences with
someone you were not
in talking terms.
Academic pursuits will
be fruitful. Taking up a regular fitness
routine will help you get into shape.
Increase in household expenditure is
possible, so take all steps to cut it
down.

Aquarius

Pisces

JANUARY 21 - FEBRUARY 19
Someone close may
pay you a visit and
brighten your You will
get the opportunity to
acquire new property at
a good price. Health may become a
concern. Think twice before investing
in anything big. A healthy debate with
someone in the knows is likely to open
up your mind to the possibilities.
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FEBRUARY 20 - MARCH 20
Do not misunderstand
the motives of someone
trying to help you. A
friendly bet with a friend
or a colleague may turn
into a fight, so be careful. Will power,
will be your key to remain in shape. An
exciting time lies ahead as travelling
with friends is foreseen. You are set to
grow professionally.

AN
EPITOME
OF GRACE
AND
ELEGANCE

Late Rani Vidya Devi

A month has passed
by and we still feel
the absence of the
elegant and humble
Late Rani Vidya
Devi. Her closest
friends remember
her and cherish the
times spent with her!

Late Rani Vidya Devi with Dharmendar Kanwar

CITY FIRST

L

ate Rani Vidya
Devi of the Royal Family of
Jaipur passed
away recently
after a long battle with cancer.
An epitome of grace and
elegance, she has left behind an indelible legacy
in the field of education
and social service. She
was the wife of Maharaj
Jai Singh and the daughter of the Raja of Jubbal.
She was entrusted with
the administration and
management of two prestigious educational institutions, the Maharani
Gayatri Devi School and
the Sawai Man Singh
School. She hailed from
Jubbal in Himachal
Pradesh and did a small
cameo in Satyajit Ray’s
Kanchenjunga. Rani Vidya Devi received her education from Loreto Convent Darjeeling, Calcutta
University and Delhi
School of Economics. A
woman of a calm demeanour, she always had
a very soft and warm approach towards people.
She was very simple, gentle and soft-spoken. Along
with Hindi, she had an
amazing command over
Bengali, French, Nepali,
Spanish and English languages.
As remembered by one
of her closest friends,
Nirmala Durlabhji said

Late Rani Vidya Devi with Jane H Singh

Late Rani Vidya Devi with Malashri Lal,
Kavita Mohan and Sudhir Mathur

“I had been meeting her
off and on over the last
twenty odd years and we
started working closely
as members of MGD’s
various committees. Ranisa was heading the Executive Committee and
that allowed me and Jane
jija to interact with her
on a more regular basis. I
was happy to be there to
support her in whatever
way I could. It was a rela-

Late Rani Vidya Devi with Nirmala Durlabhji

tionship that grew over
the years and her leaving
us has left a void that can
never be filled.”
Over the years they developed not just a good
working relationship but
a very warm and cordial
friendship. In the earlier
years of her involvement
with MGD, Rani Vidya
Devi always looked up to
Rajmata Gayatri Devi for
her support and guidance but very soon she
came into her own and
took charge until it got to
a point where all the
guild members started
going to her for advice.
Rani Vidya Devi leaves

behind a rich legacy of
traditions and sustainable reforms. I had the opportunity to closely interact with her when she
took over as the chairperson of MGD School
in 2009. A role she fulfilled with remarkable
ability and aplomb. To
step into the shoes of a
towering personality
like Rajmata Gayatri
Devi was not easy, but
she took on the role
seamlessly. Ranisaheba
though you are no longer with us, the glow of
the light you carried
will illuminate our path
and be an inspiration for
all at MGD for years to
come, said Jane H Singh
(Batch of 1955).
Well-known author
and travel writer, Dharmendar Kanwar fondly
remembers Rani Vidya
Devi and said that with
the passing away of
Rani Vidya Devi, Jaipur
has lost a wonderful human being who was special in so many ways.
She was grounded,
warm and friendly. I
never saw her lose her
temper or raise her
voice at anyone. As
Chairperson of the Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh
Benevolent Trust, she
handled tricky situations with great elan
and managed to keep the
Trust’s objectives above
all else. She shared a
very special bond with
Late Rajmata Gayatri
Devi who depended on
her and was very happy
to hand over charge of
running her schools to
Rani Vidya Devi. Professor of English, Delhi

University, Dr Prof.
Malashri Lal said “Rani
Vidya Devi was known to
me for over fifteen years
and I first met her when
introduced by Her Highness Maharani Gayatri
Devi at a school function.
I graduated from MGD in
1963, with a gold medal
award, and remained in
touch with Jaipur’s royal
family through discussions on education since
my career spanned as a
Professor at the University of Delhi. Remembrances of Rani Vidya
evoke images of grace
and dignity. As an educationist, she was a visionary and brought to MGD
the rigour of a curriculum that was academically sound but also culturally grounded.”
Dr Prof. Malashri Lal
further added, “She was
drawn to noble causes
and leaves a legacy of
graceful education and
social care. She recently
ensured MGD’s library
renovation in memory
of Miss Lutter and Mala
Mathur and had plans
for the school’s platinum
jubilee. We the alumnus
will miss her as we move
along the luminous path
she has created. Over the
last few years, I have had
a chance to interact with
Rani Vidya once again
as part of the Alumni
Association
of
the
School. One realised
that Rani Vidya could be
very assertive when required. She handled the
issues at SMS with
grace, not a small feat
considering the pressures of parents, teachers, staff and alumni.”
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EMMY

A

CARTEL

fter being a part of Shah Rukh
Khan blockbuster movie Zero,
Sushrii Mishra who essays Vaidehi Kapoor, a central character in ALTBalaji’s recently
launched action drama Cartel speaks about her character and how she learnt to check
blood pressure for her character.
She plays the character of Vaidehi
Kapoor. She is a junior doctor by
profession in the series. Vaidehi is
a powerful, intelligent woman who
has a lot going on at her end.
However, no one ever knows
about her struggles due to
the balanced, calm and
kind person that she
carries. Vaidehi and
Arjun, played by Tanuj Virwani, a brilliant actor, were
each other’s first
love, and they
never
stopped
loving each other.
But they parted
ways early on. They
now meet after years and
as the story progresses, my
character’s arc grows very interestingly from being an absolute outsider who hails from
the medical fraternity to be a
very integral part of the Angre
family developing a unique
equation with each character.
—CITY FIRST

AWARDS
E

mmy Awards 2021 were held on
September 20 at 5:30 am in Los
Angeles, and it turned out to be
a star-studded evening as several major celebrities like Elizabeth
Olsen, Kaley Cuoco, Kate Winslet,
and more walked the red carpet. The
host for Emmys 2021was Cedric the
Entertainer, who won praises
from netizens for his anchoring act. As for the honours,
this year’s awards were
swept by shows such as
The Crown, Ted Lasso
among others. —Agency

Sushrii Mishra

ZunVolt Forays into
Home-electricals

G

u r u grambased
energy
back startup
ZunVolt has
announced its
foray into the
home-electricals segment
by launching
new-age digital voltage Stabilizers. The
company currently is offering these advanced Stabilizers exclusively on online commerce platforms
such as Amazon, Flipkart, and Snapdeal
and on www.zunsolar.com. It also has tieups with a large number of on-ground
dealers and distributors.
—CITY FIRST

Juan Carlos
Obando

Ariel Dumas

WEDDING
BELLS

Anushka Ranjan & Aditya Seal

O

ver the years, Aditya Seal has created an
identity for himself in the industry with
films like Purani Jeans, Tum Bin 2, Namaste England, Student of The Year 2,
and Indoo Ki Jawani among others. The actor
has been in the news over the last two years for
his relationship with actor model, Anushka
Ranjan. And now, the couple is getting married in November. The wedding is the talk of
all the conversations. The date is locked as the
duo ties the knot on November 21.
—Agency

A JOY RIDE!

G

et ready for a
fun filled Sunday afternoon
with
&pictures premiere of
Hello Charlie. Directed by Pankaj Saraswat, Hello Charlie is a
madcap
comedy,
which takes you on a
hilarious ride with
Toto and Charlie, juggling chaos and madness along the way.

Anya Taylor Joy

GIFT OF LIFE

S

Steering this mad
ride are Bollywood’s
Bidu Jackie Shroff
along with the young
and eclectic Aadar
Jain, Shlokka Pandit and Elnaaz Norouzi. The fun meter will be pushed
even higher with
Rajpal Yadav, Darshan Jariwala, and
Bharat Ganeshpure.
—CITY FIRST

Sheheer Sheikh &
Ruchikaa Kapoor

haheer Sheikh is
one of the leading
actors in the television industry, and
recently, he became the father of a baby girl, Anaya.
Shaheer took to his social
media to reveal the name
of his newborn. Shaheer
Sheikh shared a picture of
himself and his wife from
the baby shower as he expressed gratitude for all
the love on embracing parenthood.
—Agency

Alia Bhatt

...her post
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B’DAY A
BOY

s filmmaker Mahesh Bhatt turned 73 on Monday, daughters Pooja and Alia Bhatt celebrated their dad’s birthday with joy. Marking her
father’s 73rd birthday, Pooja, on her Instagram handle shared photos of him with “setting girl”
Alia and in the caption wrote, “The birthday boy.. But
don’t miss the setting girl!”
—Agency

Mandy Moore
MJ Rodriquez

BTS
AT
UNGA!

S

outh
Korea’s
President Moon
Jae In’s ‘Special
Presidential
Envoys for Future
Generations and Culture’, BTS made their
third appearance at
the United Nations
General Assembly and

emphasised the importance of nature, changing life patterns and
more. The septet that
comprises Jimin, JHope, Jin, Suga, RM,
Jungkook, and V has
certainly taken K-pop
to a global stage with
their amazing perfor-

(L-R) Jimin, JK, RM, J-Hope, V, Jin, Suga

mances and global fan
following. The 76th UN
General
Assembly
held on September 20
in the United States of
America invited BTS
to take part in the Sustainable Development
Goals Moment and
share their message

with the world.
South Korea’s president announced BTS
as one of the most influential and loved
musical artists all
across the globe and
invited the septet to
share their story with
the world.
—Agency
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ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE

—PHOTOS BY MUKESH KIRADOO

Harmonising relations

Apra Kuchhal, Catherine Fischer, Jui Bhandare, Tarini Tiwari, Dr Sudhir Bhandari, Padmashri S. Shakir Ali,
Aakriti Periwal, Dr Ashok Agrawal, Hemant Ambwani, Jui Sharma, Kunal Kuchhal, Lad Kumari Jain,
Leela Bordia, Maneesha Agarwal, Manjiri Mahajani, Pallavi Jaipur, Raj Bansal, Rajnish Singhvi,
Shagun Choudhary, Sunita Shekhawat and Vaidehi Singh

MITALI DUSAD

mitalidusad01@gmail.com

A

closed round table
discussion was organised by Apra
Kuchhal, the U.S.
State Department’s Exchange Program Alumna
with U.S. Embassy’s North
India Public Diplomacy Officer Catherine Fischer, Jui
Bhandare, and Alumni Coordinator Tarini Tiwari at
ITC Rajputana, Jaipur
on Monday. The session was attended by
the most prominent
people from the entrepreneurial, academics and
cultural space including
some established names
like Dr Sudhir Bhandari,
Padmashri S. Shakir Ali,
Lad Kumari Jain, Leela

(L-R) Jui, Apra, Catherine and Tarini

Bordia, Maneesha Agarwal, Manjiri Mahajani, Raj
Bansal, Shagun Choudhary, and many others who
are policy influencers in
their respective fields.
Fischer shared her delighted to meet these
influencers from the
state of Rajasthan and
shared how the North
India Office through outreaches like these has promoted several programs in
Rajasthan, in the past, to
support women’s entrepreneurial communities to ad-

dress the gender gap, promoted women’s voices by
bringing eminent authors
and hosted several pro-
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grams and workshops in
the cultural and entrepreneurial area. The contacts
shared how the state government of Rajasthan has
been supporting various
endeavours to curb covid-19. Apra Kuchhal shared
about her State Department’s exchange program
experience and the positive
impact it has made in her
career. The event was organised keeping all the
COVID-19 protocols in
mind.

Catherine Fischer presenting a memento to Apra Kuchhal

PAYING TRIBUTE @MGH
Mahima Choudhary with president Harpreet Bagga,
Priyanka Dubey, Suresh Raghavan and Kuldeep Singh

During the ceremony
CITY FIRST

B

harata Natyam
Presents ‘Anekant’, an online
memorial
event on Monday, September
20 from 6.30 to
9.00 pm in the university
auditorium. The occasion was the program of
the 18th death anniversary commemoration
ceremony of late Ramji
Lal Swarnakar, the
founder and trustee of
Mahatma Gandhi Medical University, by the
Vice-Chancellor of the
University, Dr Sudhir.
The program was in-

HAPPY B’DAY!

Dr Vikas Swarankar

augurated by Emeritus
Chair Person Professor
Dr ML Swarnakar along
with the family members by lighting the lamp
and offering a wreath on
the photo of the father.

Dr ML Swarankar during the lamp lighting ceremony

He said that for the last
18 years this program is
organized as an effort to
nurture art and culture.
Through this program,
the ideals of Bharatanatyam dance form and

Jain philosophy being
given through it, are being passed on to the
younger generation.
Founder Chairperson
of Mahatma Gandhi University, Dr ML Swarnkar

SPACES IN SPACES
fort of 7 photographers who call
themselves
‘Kathago’.
In
their
most
unique and unorthodox
ways,
Kathago brings
every day of JKK
to life in their
frames. “Time
and space define
our experience of
the world.
During the exhibition
SALONI KHANDELWAL

The birthday of IAS
Ravi Shankar, IAS
Sanwar Mal Verma
and IPS Harshvardhan
Agarwal was on Monday,
September 20. We wish
them all the best!

said that
Anekanta
means the interpretation of a feeling can be
different by many opinions, persons. The same
sentiment can be seen in
the context of the people
of different faiths in
the country today as
well. Padmashree
awardee Geeta Chandran of Natya Vriksha
Nritya Sanstha enthralled the audience by
giving a beautiful dance
performance through
Bharatanatyam.
Through Anekant, Geeta
Chandran and fellow artists explored the relationship between body
and mind through

A

p h o t o g r a p hy
exhibition
called ‘Spaces
in Spaces’ has
been organised in
Jaipur’s creative couture, Jawahar Kala
Kendra. Exhibiting as
many as 46 photographs, ‘Spaces in Spac-

es’ focuses on JKK’s
limitless richness of
spaces. The photographers behind the
exhibition revel in
JKK as a space that
welcomes them and
gives them the productive and creative
push toward their
photography.
It is a combined ef-

Caricature of ‘Kathago’

Human life at any
given moment
is the product
of the complex interplay
of time and
space. JKK is
one such space
that holds countless spaces within its
architectural space.
Our photography exhibition focuses on
JKK’s limitless fecundity of spaces.
With our frames we
have attempted to
capture and un capture simultaneity
of spaces,” said

rhythm, silence, music,
notes, ragas and dance,
joy, beauty, values, aspirations and spirituality
through solo dance,
group dance. The cultural event was beautifully
decorated through
light and sound music, which kept the
listeners hooked.
A large number of
family members including Chairman Dr Vikas
Swarnkar,
Meena
Swarnkar, RR Soni, and
Dr Shobhit Swarnkar
were also present on the
occasion. The program
was also telecast live
online.
cityfirst@firstindia.co.in

Priyanka Dubey, Mahima Chouhdary,
Rakhi Kankaria and Sanjeev Kapoor

Annual Forum
Convention
SUSHMITA AIND

U

sushmita.aind@
firstindia.co.in

nder the aegis
of Eventsthan
7th edition by
Forum-Federation of Rajasthan
Event Managers, an
Annual Forum Convention was organised at Hotel Fairmont on September 19 & 20. Actress
Mahima
Choudhary was the
chief guest on the concluding day of the
event. A fashion show
and evening award
function was also organised on the occasion.
Forum President
Harpreet Bagga said,
“The most important
thing about the twoday event was that the
event was inaugurated by 4 workers
of the industry,
which

one of the Kathago
lensmen.
The exhibition
that began on
September 20,
will go on till
September 27
in
JKK’s
Surekh and
Sukriti gallery.
Mahima Choudhary

is a new initiative in
the whole of India or
the entire industry.
More than 200 event
managers came from
Telangana, Karnataka, Gujarat and Rajasthan for the event.
Four sessions on industry-related issues
were conducted at
Eventsthan which included discussions on
topics like Digital Media and Virtual
Events, Rajasthan
a Heritage Destination, Fashion &
Wedding
and
Sports & Entertainment, besides special
act
performances
among others. Mahima Choudhary appreciated the Forum for
their continuous hard
work and growth in
the industry.

